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ABSTRACT 
 
We report a first-principles study of the magnetic properties, site disorder and magneto-
structural coupling in multiferroic gallium ferrite (GFO) using local spin density 
approximation (LSDA+U) of density functional theory. The calculations of the ground 
state A-type antiferromagnetic structure predict magnetic moments consistent with the 
experiments whilst consideration of spin-orbit coupling yields a net orbital moment of ~ 
0.025 µB/Fe site also in good accordance with the experiments. We find that though site 
disorder is not spontaneous in the ground state, interchange between Fe2 and Ga2 sites is 
most favored in the disordered state. The results show that ferrimagnetism in GFO is due 
to Ga-Fe site disordering such that Fe spins at Ga1 and Ga2 sites are 
antiferromagnetically aligned while maintaining ferromagnetic coupling between Fe 
spins at Ga1 and Fe1 sites as well as between Fe spins at Ga2 and Fe2 sites. The effect of 
spin configuration on the structural distortion clearly indicates presence of magneto-
structural coupling in GFO. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
In the recent years, magnetoelectric (ME) and multiferroic (MF) materials have generated 
immense research interest owing to their potential in novel device applications such as in 
sensors, transducers and data storage. [1-3] While experiments have been performed on a 
few selected materials, first principle studies have proven useful in prediction of new 
materials[4-6] and coupling mechanisms [7, 8].  As various theoretical and experimental 
studies have shown that magnetism in the ME materials, such as antiferromagentic 
BiFeO3 [9] can be modified by doping [10-12], reducing particle size [13] or by 
application of epitaxial strain [14, 15]. Moreover, the ME coupling is shown to be greatly 
affected by epitaxial strain, pointing towards large magnetostructural (MS) coupling as it 
has been predicted that the materials with large MS coupling can even undergo antiferro-
ferromagnetic transition upon application of suitable amount of epitaxial strain.[16] MS 
coupling in another important class of materials, antiferromagnetic rare earth manganites 
with giant ME coupling, over and above ME coupling, induces additional change in the 
electric dipole moment resulting in large spontaneous polarization.[17]  
 
In this context, gallium ferrite (GaFeO3 or GFO) emerges as an interesting 
material simultaneously exhibiting piezoelectricity and ferrimagnetism at temperatures 
near room temperature (RT) as its magnetic transition temperature can be tuned close to 
or above RT depending upon Ga:Fe ratio [18, 19] and processing condition.[18-21] GFO 
has an orthorhombic structure with Pc21n symmetry which is retained over a wide 
temperature range of 4-700 K. [18, 22] First-principles studies have shown that GFO is 
an antiferromagnet at 0 K, [23, 24]  but cation site disorder driven by almost similar ionic 
sizes of Ga and Fe results in uneven distribution of magnetic moments in the octahedral 
interstitial sites and is believed to render GFO as a ferrimagnetic material with substantial 
magnetic moment below Tc [18]. GFO, reported to possess strong ME coupling [18, 25], 
is also likely to exhibit a cross-linking between the structural and magnetic order 
parameters. Therefore, a study of magnetic behavior focusing on the effect of structural 
distortion on its magnetic behavior would be imperative to explore this further. Moreover, 
except a few reports[18, 24] with rather different emphasis, the studies on the 
fundamental understanding of microscopic magnetic behavior of GFO such as effect of 
site disorder on the magnetic moments and magnetic structure are severely lacking.  
 
In this paper, we present a detailed study on the atomic scale magnetic behavior 
of GFO including the effect of site disorder and possible existence of MS coupling in the 
ground state. The calculations indicate presence of MS coupling in GFO. We also find 
that the magnetism is solely due to cation site disorder in GFO. The calculated magnetic 
moments of Fe ions in GFO agree well with, albeit scarce, previously reported 
experimental [18] and theoretical [24] data. Although, there are many reports of magneto-
structural coupling in materials, the phenomenon is not well understood at a microscopic 
level. A first principles calculation affords us this opportunity to explore the origin of MS 
coupling in GFO. 
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II. CALCULATION DETAILS 
 
We employed first principles density functional theory [26] based Vienna ab-initio 
simulation package (VASP) [27] with projector augmented wave method (PAW) [28] in 
our calculation. Local spin density approximation (LSDA+U) [29] with Hubbard 
parameter, U = 5 eV, and the exchange interaction, J = 1 eV was used to solve the Kohn-
Sham equation. [30] The value of U was so determined that the calculated magnetic 
moments of Fe ions agree well with the experimentally determined moments. Small 
variation of U was found not to affect the system’s stability. Calculations are based on the 
stoichiometric GFO with no partial occupancies of the cations. We included 3 valence 
electrons of Ga (4s24p1), 8 for Fe (3d74s1) and 6 for O (2s22p4) ions. The effect of 3d 
semicore states of Ga ion was found not to affect the structural and magnetic 
characteristics significantly and therefore, ignored. [23] A plane wave energy cut-off of 
550 eV was used. Conjugate gradient algorithm [31] was used for the structural 
optimization. Structural calculations were performed at 0 K with Monkhorst-Pack [32] 
7×7×12 mesh while site-disorder and MS coupling study was performed with 4×4×4 
mesh which hardly made differences with that of 7×7×12 mesh calculations. We also 
repeated some of our calculations using generalized gradient approximation (GGA+U) 
with the optimized version of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof functional for solids (PBEsol) 
[33] to check the robustness of our LSDA+U calculations. Magnetic measurement of the 
experimentally synthesized sample [23] was done using Lakeshore vibration sample 
magnetometer. 
 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
A. Crystal and Magnetic Structures  
 
Ground state crystal structure, determined in our earlier study[23], predicted 
orthorhombic Pc21n symmetry with A-type antiferromagnetic spin configuration. 
Calculated ground state lattice parameters, using LSDA+U, are: a = 8.6717 Å, b = 9.3027 
Å and c = 5.0403 Å which correspond well with experiments. Calculated ionic positions, 
cation-oxygen and cation-cations bond lengths are also in good agreement with the 
experiments.[23] 
 
Based on the ground state structural data, [23] (see Fig. 1) we calculated Fe-O-Fe 
bond angles which can be correlated with the super-exchange interaction between O and 
neighboring Fe3+ ions. Generally, larger the Fe-O-Fe bond angle, stronger is the 
antiferromagnetic super-exchange. [34, 35]  From the structural parameters, obtained 
from our first principles calculations and from the experimental XRD data,[23] we 
calculated cation-oxygen-cation bond angles as compiled in Table 1. The maximum value 
of Fe1-O1-Fe2, bond angle is ~168.54o while other angles are: Fe1-O3-Fe2, 123.13o and 
Fe1-O5-Fe2, 126.23o , respectively calculated using LSDA+U method as observed in 
Table1. As a check, similar values were also obtained using GGA+U also. Situated at the 
next nearest neighbor positions, O4 and O6 also form wide Fe-O-Fe bonds with angles 
Fe1-O4-Fe2, 143.36o and Fe1-O6-Fe2, 174.46o. As we show in the following paragraph, 
such large Fe-O-Fe bond angles (larger than 90°) lead to noticeable super-exchange 
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interaction between Fe and O ions which is reflected in significantly large magnetic 
moments of O. Maximum bond angle among Fe-O-Ga is observed for Fe1-O1-Ga2 
~166.08o. Any Fe ion that occupies Ga2 site due to site disorder would therefore form a 
strong antiferromagnetic spin arrangement with Fe at Fe1 site through super-exchange 
interaction. This strongly indicates that Fe at Ga2 site would be ferromagnetically aligned 
with Fe2 ions. This emphasizes that Fe2 ion is also antiferromagnetically coupled to Fe at 
Ga1 site since the Ga1-O6-Fe2 bond angle, ~124.12o is significantly larger than 90o.41, 42 
It is therefore, reasonable to state that any Fe ion occupying Ga1 site due to site disorder 
would align itself antiferromagnetically with Fe2 and Fe at Ga2 site and would be 
antiferromagnetically coupled with Fe1 site.  
 
As discussed in detail in our previous work (Ref. 23), we started our calculation to 
determine the ground state structure of GFO with four possible antiferromagnetic spin 
structures, namely, AFM1 (A-type antiferromagnetic), AFM-2 (C-type 
antiferromagnetic), AFM-3 (G-type antiferromagnetic) and AFM-4 and established that 
the ground state magnetic structure of GFO is A-type antiferromagnetic (A-AFM) [23]. 
Now, we calculate the magnetic moments of the constituent ions in the ground state and 
compare these with the data reported in the literature (see Table 2). Our calculations 
using LSDA+U method show that Fe1 and Fe2 ions have magnetic moments of + 4.05 µB 
and - 4.04 µB, respectively whereas GGA+U calculations predict Fe magnetic moments 
of + 4.12 µB and -4.12 µB for Fe1 and Fe2, respectively. We find that while the 
magnitude of moments agrees well with the experimental data, the sign, though in 
agreement with the theoretical data shown by Han et al. [24], is opposite to the 
experimental neutron diffraction results showing -3.9 µB and + 4.5 µB for Fe1 and Fe2 
respectively. The difference in the sign of the magnetic moments with respect to those 
obtained from neutron studies is due to an equivalent spin structure which is mirror image 
of AFM-1. We calculated the total energy of such a structure and found that the energy 
per unit-cell is identical for either of the two structures. As discussed earlier, magnetic 
moments manifested by oxygen ions are due to super-exchange interactions with the 
surrounding Fe ions. Table 2 also shows that moments calculated by Han et al. [24] using 
LSDA+U (without SOC) yielded somewhat larger values of magnetic moments than 
either the experimental data or the values shown by our results.  
 
Further, to probe the spin-orbit interaction in the ground state structure, we 
performed spin-orbit coupling in conjunction with LSDA+U calculation assuming spin 
moment directions of Fe1 and Fe2 to be [001], as suggested by the experiments [36] and 
the calculations yielded the orbital magnetic moment of ~ 0.025 µB/Fe site. This value is 
slightly larger than 0.02 µB/Fe site calculated by Han et al [24] and 0.017 µB/Fe site 
measured experimentally at 190 K, by Kim et al [36]. Interestingly, while SOC 
calculations by Han et al [24] reduced the magnetic moment by ~0.75 µB, our SOC 
calculation did not alter the magnetic moments significantly. Since our LSDA+U 
calculations without the consideration of spin-orbit interaction satisfactorily describe the 
magnetic structure with respect to the experimental results and a more precise magnetic 
structure would probably not improve the accuracy of our further calculations in a 
significant way, we ignored spin-orbit interaction in further calculations. 
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B. Cation Site Disorder and it’s Effect on Magnetic Behaviour 
 
Previous experiments suggest that the magnetic structure of GFO can be influenced 
significantly by cation site-disorder i.e. mixed occupancies of Ga and Fe on each other’s 
sites. Experiments using both neutron [18] and x-ray diffraction [22] techniques reveal 
that structure of GFO exhibits cation site disorder i.e. some of the Ga sites are occupied 
by Fe ions. Most previous studies indicate that Fe occupation of Ga1 sites is much 
smaller than Ga2 sites.[18] Experimental study[18] and our previous discussion in section 
III (A) show, ferromagnetic coupling of Fe at Fe2 and Ga2 sites [18] and thus it is 
believed that Fe2 ions mostly occupy Ga2 sites. However, there is no concrete evidence 
supporting this since Fe ions upon getting out of its original sites may change its spin 
configuration. Since the results shown in the previous paragraphs are based upon the 
assumption of full site occupancy, we further investigated the cation site disorder in GFO, 
to determine which Fe ions preferentially occupy Ga sites.   
 
To study the effect of cation site disorder on the magnetic structure, we 
selectively interchanged Fe and Ga sites and computed total energy of the system. Since, 
GFO unit-cell contains four ions of each type of cation, such an interchange would result 
in ¼th site occupancy of Fe ions at Ga sites and vice-versa. The change in the energy of 
the unit-cell with respect to the ground state upon site interchange is plotted in Fig. 2. The 
figure shows that at 0 K, partial site occupancy is not favored in the ground state, also 
observed previously by Han et al.[24]  Therefore, thermal energy and lattice defects are 
the only likely sources to induce the experimentally observed site disorder in GFO. 
However, Fig. 2 also shows that among various possible cases of site disorders, Fe2 ions 
preferentially occupy Ga2 sites is most probable since ∆E, the energy difference with 
respect to the ground state in that case is minimum. Although these energy differences 
may be affected by the computational methodology, interestingly, the magnitude of the 
available thermal energy at room temperature (kT ~25 meV) is of the order of the energy 
difference for Fe2-Ga2 site disorder indicating towards the role of thermally originated 
defects.  
  
An important implication of the inclusion of cation site disorder in the calculation 
would be on the modification of the local magnetic moments. It was observed that upon 
interchanging Fe1 and Ga1 sites, the average magnetic moment of Fe ion at Ga1 site  
becomes 3.99 µB. While the average magnetic moments of Fe1 ions remain the same, the 
moments at Fe2 sites are slightly modified with respect to the perfect structure. On the 
other hand, the magnetic moment of Fe ion at Ga2 site becomes 4.11 µB when Fe2 and 
Ga2 sites are interchanged. Though, earlier Neutron study [18] shows an increase of 
~4.5% in the magnetic moment of Fe2 ion located at Ga2 (4.7 µB) site over the original 
Fe2 magnetic moment (4.5µB), our calculations show only ~ 1.5 % increase of the 
moment of Fe ions at Ga2 site with respect to the parent Fe2 site. Such a small increase in 
the magnetic moment is probably attributed to the limitation of local density 
approximation. With Fe2-Ga2 site interchange, the magnetic moments at Fe1 and Fe2 
sites are also modified slightly with average moments being + 4.05 µB and - 4.06 µB. A 
closer investigation shows that the Fe1 sites nearest to the occupied Ga2 site have a 
moment of ~ 4.11 µB while Fe1 site farthest to the Ga2 site has a moment of ~ 4.03 µB.  
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However, the magnetic moments of the Fe2 sites are almost similar to each other. Further, 
site interchange between Fe1-Ga2 and Fe2-Ga1 also demonstrate changes in local 
magnetic moments similar to the above two most probable situations of site disorder i.e., 
Fe2-Ga2 and Fe1-Ga1 
 
As we have shown earlier, large bond angles for Fe-O-Fe demonstrate 
antiferromagnetic coupling of the spins at Fe1 and Fe2 sites. Further, any Fe at Ga1 site 
would have ferromagnetic interaction with Fe at Fe1 site while Fe at Ga2 site would 
make ferromagnetic coupling with Fe at Fe2 site. However, while the ground state 
structure showed perfect antiferromagnetism with net magnetic moment ~ 0 µB, our VSM 
measurements on crushed single crystals of GFO showed a net magnetic moment of 0.21 
µB/ Fe site at 120 K. Using the partial site occupancies from the Rietveld refinement 
data[23] and taking the magnetic moments from the preceding paragraph for different 
cation sites, we estimated net magnetic moment of 0.24 µB/ Fe site which agrees quite 
well with our experimental results. Therefore, we conclude that ferrimagnetism in GFO is 
solely due to site disorder in the structure. As noted in earlier paragraphs, the Fe ions at 
Ga sites would develop different magnetic moments due to different crystal environments 
than their parent sites.  
 
C. Determination of Magneto-structural (MS) Coupling 
 
Since GFO is a piezoelectric and antiferromagnetic in the ground state, it is likely to 
demonstrate piezomagnetism and would possibly have significant MS coupling. To the 
best of our knowledge, there is no theoretical or experiments work in the literature on 
these features of GFO. As can be expected, MS coupling in several magnetic compounds 
results in structural distortion.[37] Depending upon the strength of the coupling, this 
distortion can even cause structural phase transition as observed in MnO,[38] CrN [37, 
39] and LaMnO3 [40], SrMnO3.[16] In this section, to investigate the presence of MS 
coupling in GFO, we first look at the effect of spin ordering which results in significant 
stress in the structure and then we demonstrate that structural distortion results in 
variation in magnetization of the magnetic ions of the system.  
 
We keep AFM-1 as the reference magnetic structure and change the spin 
configurations according to AFM-2, AFM-3 and AFM-4 structures while maintaining the 
lattice parameters and ionic positions of the optimized AFM-1 structure. On this basis, 
we calculated the forces on the atoms and stresses along the b-axis and the results are 
listed in Table 3. Here we observe that the stress, maximum force and hydrostatic 
pressure on AFM-2, AFM-3 and AFM-4 structures are different indicating that the spin 
configuration can influence the structural stability and in turn suggests towards the 
existence of MS coupling in GFO. Subsequently, we relaxed the structures corresponding 
to the above spin configurations such that the forces on atoms and hydrostatic pressure 
are close to zero and plotted the lattice parameters and magnetic moment of Fe ion for all 
the spin configurations, mentioned above, in the respective optimized structures as shown 
in in Fig. 3 (a) and (b). Here, we see that that not only significant lattice distortion is 
invoked upon variation in spin configuration; also the magnetic moments at the two Fe 
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sites are affected by the change in the spin configuration. This, therefore, again indicates 
towards the presence of MS coupling in GFO.  
 
Wojdeł and Íñiguez [15] showed that a quantitative measure of MS coupling can 
be provided by frozen ion piezomagnetic stress tensor ( iij
j u
Mh δδη
−
= ) and magnetization 
change driven by atomic displacement ( ipi
p
M
u
η
δζ δ= −Ω ), defined at zero external electric 
field (M: magnetization, η: strain, u: displacement). However, in a more simplistic 
manner, one can argue, if the magnetization of a system is affected by application of an 
external stress (or vice-versa), the coupling coefficient ( dM
d
τ
σ
= , σ: applied hydrostatic 
stress resulting in volumetric strain in the system) would be a measure of MS coupling. 
Here, we allow the ions within the unit-cell to completely relax in order to accommodate 
the external stress. In this process, one can combine the effects of structural strain and 
atomic displacement [15] on the resultant magnetization.  
 
On this basis, we sequentially applied hydrostatic stress (pressure) on the structure 
and calculated resultant magnetic moments of Fe1 and Fe2 ions and results are shown in 
Fig. 4. Total energy calculation of the two AFM structures, AFM-1 (A-AFM) and AFM-2 
(C-AFM) (stability wise C-AFM is second most stable structure after ground state A-
AFM structure[23]) shows no change in the magnetic structure upon application of 
external pressure (see inset of Fig. 4). However, magnetic moments at Fe1 and Fe2 sites 
as shown in Fig. 4 demonstrate a small change. Linear fitting of magnetization plotted as 
a function of external pressure, yields the coefficient of MS coupling (τ) of the order of ~ 
2×10-3 µB/GPa. To substantiate the above calculation of τ, we applied the same approach 
to cubic SrMnO3, a well proven material demonstrating epitaxial strain driven structural 
(as well as magnetic) phase transition [16] indicating the presence of strong MS coupling. 
We find that similar calculations on SrMnO3 demonstrate τ ~ 6.5×10-3 µB/GPa and τ ~ 
2.18×10-2 µB/GPa in the G-type antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic states of SrMnO3 
respectively. These values being noticeably larger than that seen in GFO, we can deduce 
that the MS coupling in GFO is relatively weaker and therefore may not drive the system 
to any structural transition. This is further supported by the absence of any significant 
structural anomaly near the magnetic transition temperature of GFO.[18, 22] While there 
are no experimental results to compare the values of MS coupling coefficients based on 
above formalism, possibly pressure dependent neutron diffraction studies would prove 
useful in explaining this further. 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
In summary, using LSDA+U method as implemented in VASP, our density functional 
theory based calculations have explained the magnetic behavior of GFO vis-à-vis site 
disorder and subsequent magneto-structural coupling in multiferroic gallium ferrite. The 
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calculated magnetic moments of Fe ions are in reasonable agreement with the 
experimental reports.  We find that the cation site disorder not preferred in the ground 
state, Fe2-Ga2 site interchange is the most favored configuration in the disordered states. 
This appears to be driven by the thermal energy as the energy difference between two 
states is of the order of kBT. An examination of the role of cation site disorder on 
magnetic structure of GFO showed modification of the local magnetic structure and 
altered magnetic moments of Fe ions at Ga site suggest that ferrimagnetism in GFO is 
solely due to site disorder. Further, an antiferromagentic coupling is predicted between Fe 
ions at Ga1 and Ga2 sites while Fe ions at Fe1 and Fe2 sites couple ferromagnetically. 
Finally, we find a compelling indication of, albeit somewhat weaker than compounds like 
SrMnO3, magneto-structural coupling in GFO as changes in the spin arrangement led to 
significant variation in the structural distortion as well as magnetic moments.  
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List of Tables  
 
Table 1 Comparison of calculated and experimentally determined major bond angles in 
gallium ferrite unit-cell. 
Bond angle (all 
data are in o) 
LSDA+U GGA+U Experiment 
Fe1-O1-Fe2 168.54 168.33 166.11 
Fe1-O2-Fe2 103.06 103.30 99.33 
Fe1-O3-Fe2 123.13 123.07 121.00 
Fe1-O4-Fe2 143.06 143.90 143.22 
Fe1-O5-Fe2 126.23 126.21 126.20 
Fe1-O6-Fe2 174.46 174.63 173.25 
Fe1-O1-Ga2 166.08 165.81 164.08 
Ga1-O6-Fe2 124.12 124.06 122.57 
 
 
Table 2 Comparison of the calculated magnetization (µB) data with previous 
calculations and experiments. 
Ion LSDA+U 
without 
SOC* 
LSDA+U 
with SOC* 
 (GGA+U) 
without 
SOC* 
LSDA+U 
(without 
SOC) † 
LSDA+U 
(with SOC) † 
Experiment†† 
Ga1 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0.01 0.01  
Ga2 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.06 0.03  
Fe1 4.05 4.05 4.12 5.02 4.27 -3.9 
Fe2 -4.04 -4.04 -4.12 -5.11 -4.34 4.5 
O1 0.06 0.06 0.06 
-0.03 to 
0.06 -0.07 to 0.06 - 
O2 0.00 0.00 0.00 
O3 0.01 0.02 0.01 
O4 -0.05 -0.05 -0.05 
O5 0.05 0.06 0.06 
O6 -0.07 -0.07 -0.07 
* Present work; † Han et al 21; †† Arima et al 1 
 
Table 3 Calculated stress along crystallographic b-direction, maximum force on ions in 
the unit-cell and hydrostatic pressure on the unit-cell upon variation in spin 
configuration. 
 AFM-1 AFM-2 AFM-3 AFM-4 
Stress (N/m2) ×10-4 42.7 45.2 45.2 65.9 
Force (max.) (eV/Å) 0.0002 0.6400 0.6068 0.6500 
Hydrostatic Pressure 
(kB) 
-0.27 3.96 10.16 9.37 
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Figure Captions 
 
Figure 1 Schematic crystal structure of GFO. The arrows indicate the direction of 
magnetic moment for Fe1 and Fe2 ions. 
 
Figure 2 Change in the energy per unit-cell with respect to the ground state energy 
upon incorporating cation site disorder.  The calculations were carried out 
using LSDA+U technique.  
 
Figure 3 Changes in (a) the ground state lattice parameters and (b) magnetic 
moments for different spin configurations. Dashed lines are only as a 
guide to the eye.  
 
Figure 4 Variation of magnetic moment as a function of applied hydrostatic stress 
on GFO unit-cell. Inset shows a plot of total energy for AFM-1 and AFM-
2 structures versus applied pressure. 
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Fig. 1, Roy et al. 
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Fig. 2, Roy et al.  
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Fig. 3 Roy et al. 
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Fig. 4 Roy et al. 
